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The gut-wrenching finale in the bestselling Bad Games trilogy, currently optioned as a feature film!
___________________________________                 

Hellbent /adj./ very determined to do something, especially when the results might be bad.
               
A year has passed. Marine and security specialist Domino Taylor refuses to go back to work. His days and
nights are spent shadowing the Lambert family, the guilt he feels for the tragic events that unfolded in
western Pennsylvania haunting him without mercy.

When someone from Domino's past contacts him, she begs him to take on one last job. Find and return her
kidnapped son.

Domino agrees to help, not knowing that the truth behind the kidnapping is far more sinister than anything he
can possibly fathom.

It appears there is one final game to play. The host is someone who has been planning a masterpiece of epic
proportions for some time now, grooming an unwitting Domino as the star, hellbent on watching him suffer
before he dies...

From Jeff Menapace, award-winning author of such heart-stopping thrillers like Wildlife and Hair of the
Bitch, comes Hellbent, the gut-wrenching finale in the bestselling Bad Games trilogy. Dark, suspenseful, and
utterly terrifying, Hellbent explores the deepest caverns of the evil mind, and the extreme lengths good will
go in order to conquer that evil.
________________________________________________

Praise for Jeff Menapace and his award-winning fiction:

-Winner of the 2011 Red Adept Reviews Indie Award for Horror  

"I find the author to be ridiculously talented." -MichelleR, Red Adept Reviews

"If you're a Richard Laymon fan, check out Bad Games...a gritty and very dark read that's rough around the
edges in a refreshing way." - John Dixon, Bram Stoker Award-winning author of PHOENIX ISLAND

"If you like Jonathan Kellerman, you'll love Bad Games. Read on if you dare!"
-indiereader.com

"Jeff Menapace is one of the rising stars of the horror thriller genre...he can scare the daylights out of the best
of them."
- J. Chambers, Amazon Hall of Fame, Top 10 Reviewer



"This psychological thriller will keep you totally captivated and enthralled."
-Top Ten Psychological Thrillers

___________________________________________________

The Bad Games trilogy can be downloaded for FREE as part of your Kindle Unlimited subscription. Enjoy
these e-books on your Amazon Kindle Fire, your smartphone, or even your laptop after downloading the
FREE Amazon Books Kindle app.

* * *

The Bad Games trilogy is featured in several Kindle Unlimited categories such as: horror, suspense thrillers,
crime thriller, psychological thriller, psychological thriller books, thriller books, new thrillers, serial killer
fiction, new horror, kidnapping fiction, kindle unlimited novels, murder, suspense books, best sellers fiction,
crime fiction novels, best horror novel, suspense thrillers in kindle books, horror novels, kindle horror
novels, new books, books series, and kindle unlimited books.
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From reader reviews:

Brandy Greenawalt:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive today, people have
do something to make these survives, being in the middle of often the crowded place and notice by simply
surrounding. One thing that occasionally many people have underestimated this for a while is reading. Sure,
by reading a reserve your ability to survive increase then having chance to endure than other is high. To suit
your needs who want to start reading a book, we give you that Bad Games: Hellbent - A Dark Psychological
Thriller (Bad Games Series Book 3) book as nice and daily reading book. Why, because this book is more
than just a book.

Hattie Jasso:

As people who live in the modest era should be upgrade about what going on or info even knowledge to
make these individuals keep up with the era which can be always change and advance. Some of you maybe
will certainly update themselves by reading books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems coming
to you actually is you don't know which you should start with. This Bad Games: Hellbent - A Dark
Psychological Thriller (Bad Games Series Book 3) is our recommendation so you keep up with the world.
Why, as this book serves what you want and need in this era.

Ronald Moffatt:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always try and and must have the extra time or they will get lots of
stress from both day to day life and work. So , whenever we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely without a doubt. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we request again, what kind of
activity do you possess when the spare time coming to a person of course your answer will probably
unlimited right. Then do you ever try this one, reading ebooks. It can be your alternative throughout
spending your spare time, the actual book you have read is usually Bad Games: Hellbent - A Dark
Psychological Thriller (Bad Games Series Book 3).

Willard Sarvis:

Playing with family in the park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with good friends is thing that
usually you could have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try factor that really
opposite from that. One particular activity that make you not sense tired but still relaxing, trilling like on
roller coaster you already been ride on and with addition details. Even you love Bad Games: Hellbent - A
Dark Psychological Thriller (Bad Games Series Book 3), it is possible to enjoy both. It is good combination
right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh occur its mind hangout men. What? Still
don't buy it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.
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